
Jon Ogden: 
The three steps would be to commit to live your mission, to evolve your culture beyond a legacy 
mindset, and to invest in technology that will posi;on your ins;tu;on for the future. 

James Robert: 
Gree;ngs and hello. I am James Robert Lay, and welcome to another episode of the Banking on Digital 
Growth podcast. Today's episode is part of the Exponen;al Insight Series, and I'm excited to welcome 
Jon Ogden to the show. Jon is the head of strategic content at MX. Hello, Jon. 

Jon Ogden: 
Hi. 

James Robert: 
So, thanks for joining me for today's conversa;on. One of the things that I'm curious to know as we get 
started, what is one thing that you and the team at MX is working on right now during these dynamic 
and ever changing ;mes? 

Jon Ogden: 
One thing that we're working on is a product called Pulse. And Pulse is essen;ally like a financial feed for 
the end user. So a bank or a credit union or a FinTech company might offer it to their customers. And 
then the end user would be able to see in real ;me what is happening with their finances, get nudges to 
help them see how to manage their money beSer, and they would also be able to see financial advice 
that is personalized to them. And so it really is like an automated financial guidance tool that banks and 
credit unions and FinTech companies can use to empower their customers to be financially strong. 

James Robert: 
Which in today's environment is more important now than ever before for a financial ins;tu;on to 
posi;on around that perspec;ve of strength, of courage, of confidence. For context, you're working with 
Pulse to provide nudges, behavior changes, modifica;ons, to empower someone. For context, can you 
take a step back and just paint the larger picture of what MX is doing in the industry? 

Jon Ogden: 
Sure. So MX is focused on data. And we help our clients bring in an aggregated view of their end users so 
they can see a 360 degree view of their finances all in one place. And then we help our clients use that 
data to, again, empower the end user to be financially strong, but to also help our clients use that data 
to understand their client, their customer base, and to create hyper-personalized offers for their end 
users to do a variety of things, really. Since they have the data, they can do a lot with it. 

James Robert: 
Yeah, so if I was to take that, it's essen;ally you're simplifying the complexity of data to provide both 
actual insights for a financial brand, but really more importantly, ac;onable insights for the consumer to 
make their life even that much beSer. Because money is a very stressful situa;on. It's very complex in 
and of itself. Kind of like data is to financial ins;tu;ons, money is to people. And people are looking for 
clarity. So with Pulse, with MX, you're providing clarity into complexity. Is that a fair summary? 



Jon Ogden: 
Yeah, it is. Our mission is to empower the world to be financially strong, and we help to simplify finances 
for the end user. And then those benefits are really monumental for our clients as well. 

James Robert: 
I like that, empower the world to be financially strong, because there is such a strong correla;on 
between a person's financial wellbeing, their physical wellbeing, and their mental wellbeing. And in this 
environment, it is confusing, it is complex, it is overwhelming. And so let's transi;on the conversa;on to 
talk about this environment, really from two fronts. Number one, we'll take the approach of the future 
of work, which is really an in-depth guide that you've wriSen for financial brands. And then number two, 
how does the future of work impact the future of banking? So let's start with the future of work, 
because with within the last few weeks, since we've all been exposed to this COVID-19 crisis, work will 
never be the same again. We'll never go back to what the world was before. We'll never go back to what 
was considered once normal. We're only going to create a new normal going forward. In your viewpoint, 
what does that new normal look like based upon what you've wriSen about, and then also what you're 
seeing in the environment today with the future of work? 

Jon Ogden: 
That's a great ques;on. I'll start big picture and then get into prac;cal ;ps as I go on. I'll also share some 
of the original consumer research that we've done for these ul;mate guides. So big picture, it's about 
how work evolves. And we should expect work to con;nue to evolve. So for hundreds of thousands of 
years, humans were hunter-gatherers. About 10,000 years ago, we started the agricultural revolu;on. 
And then that con;nued through to preSy recently. In the past 200 years, a minority of people were 
doing farming and now it's around two to five percent. 

James Robert: 
Yeah, I know you wrote it in the guide, 55 to 75% of Europeans s;ll worked in agricultural or farming as 
recently as 600 years ago. So we're moving through, con;nue to paint this picture for me please, 
because we're moving through these different stages of work as a whole. 

Jon Ogden: 
Yeah. And then since the 1980s, the percentage of knowledge workers has grown tremendously. It's 
grown 230% since the early 1980s. And so work is becoming a completely different thing than it has 
been in our history. And there are a lot of predic;ons and assump;ons that people have made based on 
this trajectory. A lot of them have been wrong. A few that I'll men;on, John Maynard Keynes wrote in 
1930, that he thought that modern innova;ons would result in a 15-hour work week within [inaudible 
00:07:27]. So 15-hour work week, we didn't quite end up with that though. Though the number of hours 
in each work week has decreased, just not to 15 hours. Juanita Kreps, who was an economist and e-
commerce secretary under Jimmy Carter, predicted in 1970 that the rise of computers would enable 
people to re;re at the age of 38. So also didn't come true. 

James Robert: 
I'm s;ll looking for that myself. 

Jon Ogden: 
Yes, same. And then when it comes to banking, in the early 1970s, a lot of experts thought that ATMs 
would replace tellers. And even in the New York Times, they said it would be up to 75% of tellers would 
be replaced. Now, this hasn't happened as anyone who works in banking knows to some degree. Instead, 



teller jobs have grown slightly faster than the general labor force. So we now have nearly half a million 
ATMs, but nearly the same number of tellers. ATMs haven't replaced humans. And the reason for this is 
preSy interes;ng. So ATMs reduced the number of tellers needed per branch. So it went from 21 to 13 in 
an average urban branch. But that reduc;on made it cheaper to build branches. So because it was 
cheaper to build branches, therefore then banks and credit unions built more branches and then hired 
more tellers overall. And the same thing happened in tex;les, the exact same thing. Automa;on made 
making clothes cheaper, but that caused more demand for clothes, which caused more people to be 
needed to make those clothes. So there's an interes;ng play there between automa;on and the number 
of people employed. And I think it has preSy big implica;ons in banking itself if people are wondering, 
am I going to lose my job or not. 

James Robert: 
So it's almost like a chicken or the egg, what came first, what's driving all of this. And to summarize, 
we've gone through these different economic work cycles, agricultural, industrial, technological, we're 
moving into the age of AI. We've really moved beyond from a service economy to what some might 
argue to be an experience economy. But I'm pushing that conversa;on forward further. You men;oned 
the knowledge worker, the knowledge economy, or something that I'm calling the exper;se economy, 
where work is not necessarily about what you do, but it's about what you think or the value that you 
create through your thinking or the insights that you're able to dis;ll, almost kind of bringing this 
conversa;on full circle, simplifying the complex. 

Jon Ogden: 
Sure. Yeah, absolutely. There's a lot of value in being able to do that. 

James Robert: 
Yeah. So that sets the stage. Let's talk about where we can go with the future of work. Because you've 
detailed and laid out almost a three-step roadmap of ac;ons that a financial brand can take when it 
comes to the future of work. 

Jon Ogden: 
Sure. That banks can take specifically. So this is in the Ul;mate Guide to the Future of Banking. And the 
three steps would be to commit to live your mission, to evolve your culture beyond a legacy mindset, 
and to invest in technology that will posi;on your ins;tu;on for the future. 

James Robert: 
So let's talk about commijng to live your mission. This is an area I find many ;mes there are gaps 
through the diagnos;c work that we do. An execu;ve team, a board of directors might feel that we're on 
this mission, but the mission might be self-serving and might be clinical, it might be legacy. So there's an 
opportunity to stop, pause, think. And what are those opportuni;es from your perspec;ve when it 
comes to the mission of a financial brand or the purpose of a financial brand? 

Jon Ogden: 
One idea that I think is preSy compelling is to hire or just make the posi;on of an internal 
anthropologist. So somebody who, whether it's employees you already have, or employees that you hire, 
you want to get a very clear, as objec;ve as possible, sense for how your ins;tu;on is actually measuring 
up to your mission. Because it's one thing to have the mission statement or to talk about high values and 
a completely different thing to actually live that mission. And so one way to do that is to have people 
who are observing whether you're accomplishing that in your organiza;on as an anthropologist would, 



sijng back and seeing, okay, we say that we are about we put our customers first, but let's just look at 
whether that's true. Is it true in the branch? Is it true on mobile? Is it true on our digital banking portal? 
Is it true in our customer service? These employees would be able to listen in and just observe what's 
happening and get a very clear sense for what is, because you don't want to be diluted into thinking that 
you're accomplishing your mission if you're not. 

James Robert: 
I love that, digital anthropology, the study of people and the connec;on between people and 
technology. I know Brian Solis, he's wriSen a lot around that perspec;ve of digital anthropology. It's 
almost like what we say and what we do or what we believe, does that translate into what we say or 
communicate? And then does that held up by what we do or how we act, how we deliver on the 
promise? So purpose informs the process. The why informs the how. I like that. Very, very prac;cal when 
it comes to commijng to live the mission, digital anthropology. The second point you recommended is 
evolving beyond a legacy mindset. I truly believe mindset is exponen;ally more valuable than 
technology. Because you can have all of the technology, you can have all the tools, but if you don't have 
the mindset to capture the opportunity, to take advantage of the capabili;es, full advantage of the 
capabili;es, then you just have a tool at the end of the day. What are the opportuni;es for a financial 
brand and their teams to evolve beyond the legacy mindset? And what's holding them back? 

Jon Ogden: 
I think what's holding them back is there is some wisdom in those who are holding the ins;tu;on back 
and that wisdom is, "Hey, we should be cau;ous." There's wisdom in that. That said, too much cau;on 
can be paralyzing. And so one of the things that MX's clients find really valuable about what we offer is 
that we not only provide the technology, but we also help them evolve from a legacy mindset in a way 
that is s;ll secure. Because we acknowledge that that posi;on of wan;ng security and safety is valid and 
we're not riding that off completely, saying, "Hey, that's a bunch of nonsense. Just get with the ;mes." 
And we have empathy for that posi;on. 

James Robert: 
Very much so. 

Jon Ogden: 
And [crosstalk 00:15:06] we're saying, "You really do have to evolve." A lot of these ins;tu;ons don't 
know exactly how to do that, and so in addi;on to providing technology, we also provide guidance to be 
able to do that. One of the reasons that people really have to evolve, and this is one of our survey 
findings, is that we do these surveys of a thousand random US consumers, in most of our Ul;mate 
Guides, and one of our findings was that 86% of US consumers say they interact with their financial 
ins;tu;on by digital channels, more frequently than physical channels. And the rate at which people do 
it is far higher than they come into the branch. Let me look at the exact percentage here. It was more 
than 80% say they use mobile banking at least weekly, and more than half say they use it every one to 
two days. So 80% say that with mobile banking. But when we asked about branch visits, only 18% said 
they would visit a branch in a week. 

Jon Ogden: 
And so this is the reason why the legacy mindset is really so urgent because people are moving quickly to 
mobile. We've even seen this, we asked this ques;on in 2015 to 2020 now, and the rate of people 
adop;ng mobile has really grown fast. And so there is a sense of urgency around adop;ng this legacy 



mindset that I think a lot of ins;tu;ons are clued into, but they might not know exactly how to go about 
evolving that mindset. 

James Robert: 
So there's a lot of parallels here with the way that we're thinking, because what I view is what I call the 
circle of chaos. And that is where the environment, the compe;;on, consumer behavior changes at an 
exponen;al rate. And that's been sped up and probably more so since the COVID-19 crisis. It's almost 
forced us into take a proac;ve stance because if we're s;ll reac;ve, we're going to get run over. But to 
your point, we've got to have empathy, we need to have respect. But what got us to the point to where 
we are today will not get us to where we need to go tomorrow. 

James Robert: 
And digital Darwinism is a very real thing. The retail apocalypse is a very real thing. Coming back to your 
point about what drove branch growth, was it people, was it consumer behavior, or was it automa;on 
and it cheapened or reduced the cost to build these physical loca;ons? So being very cognizant of these 
facts, I think what you're talking about is key. Not only can we provide the technology and the tools, but 
we'll provide number one, the guidance, we're going to take your hand, we're going to walk you through 
this; number two, we're going to hold you accountable. Because just like money is confusing and 
complex, this idea about technology and data is complex. Having someone to hold your hand makes it a 
liSle bit less scary. It reduces the fear of the unknown. It reduces the fear of change. 

James Robert: 
So that brings me to the next point, because we are talking about technologies, tools. And you 
men;oned inves;ng in technology that will posi;on your financial brand for the future. There are 
literally thousands, there's been a CMO report, there's now over I think 7,000 marke;ng technologies 
alone available to a brand. That's not talk about data technologies. Let's simplify this. Let's dis;ll this 
down. From your perspec;ve, what are the key technologies a financial brand should hone in on and 
limit the noise or the confusion? 

Jon Ogden: 
So when we asked consumers what they wanted most from their financial ins;tu;on, the most 
respondents, 39% of respondents, said that what they wanted most was the best rates. The second, 
however, was 25%, the best digital experience, desktop and mobile. So some financial ins;tu;ons might 
not be able to do much about rates. They can try their best, but they might be kind of stuck there. So if 
you can't win on rates, or if you're doing the best you can on rates, then the next thing to do is to focus 
on the best digital experience, desktop and mobile. Immediately amer that was the best customer 
service. And that really is becoming more and more intertwined with the best mobile and desktop 
experience, where people want the ability to, if they are in a digital experience, to quickly get to a 
human via that digital experience and vice versa, to be talking with somebody on support and get help 
on their digital view as well. 

Jon Ogden: 
So this is really where it's cri;cal to focus, especially because as I said, 80% of customers are gejng on 
their mobile device, their mobile banking device, at least weekly. There's no other channel that is close 
to that. So they're really tuned into mobile. And so if I were to suggest one area to really focus in on, it 
would be mobile banking for now, with an eye to future technologies. You don't want to get locked in a 
digital experience that isn't able to evolve with you. And this is something that we find that we are very 
adamant about at MX. Our cross planorm framework is built in such a way that we're able to evolve as 



new technology comes about. We don't get our clients stuck in contracts where when a new opera;ng 
system comes out or a new device comes out, they can't move forward. 

James Robert: 
Yeah, so it's a bit more of an agile approach, being able to look at new environmental condi;ons, new 
consumer condi;ons, new compe;tor threats, and being able to adapt and evolve. because you talked 
about those three things, rates, experience and service, but focusing primarily on experience and service 
is something more that a financial brand can control. Once again, bringing this full circle back to the 
purpose of the mission of the financial brand, what you believe or what you think, how you 
communicate that, and then how you deliver that through these experiences, and experiences being 
nothing more than well-defined systems and processes that have been defined, applied, and op;mized 
over a set period of ;me resul;ng in one of two things, a posi;ve emo;on or a nega;ve emo;on. It's the 
ul;mate ques;on, coming back to digital anthropology. Taking the mobile banking experience, talking to 
consumers, how does this make you feel? Do you feel like you can trust this? Do you feel like you're 
gejng value from this experience? 

James Robert: 
If we're going to look at that lens of experience, and bringing this back to the future of work, one of the 
things that you wrote about in the Future of Work that I thought was really cri;cal was around the need 
to upskill or re-skill workers. Talk to me about that, because I know there's so many people, I hear this 
when working with financial brands, "Well, what about my job?" But only 3% of CEO's from your 
research you noted, or I think it was actually as a censure, only 3% of bank execu;ves were planning to 
significantly increase their investment in re-skilling their teams in the next three years. That's a problem. 

Jon Ogden: 
Absolutely it's a problem. So the conversa;on around this topic is it's not exactly clear to me yet whether 
these jobs are going to be lost or not. Because just to briefly recap some of the studies that have been 
done, one study from Oxford said that they put the likelihood that tellers, loan officers, and brokerage 
clerks, they said the likelihood of those jobs being automated is 98% within the next decade. And then 
others say, no, it's more like 9% or 5%, depending on the job. And then others say, no, in fact... Like Jamie 
Dimon, he says, "People are massively over reac;ng to the fear of automa;on. My guess is that our head 
count will go up in the next 20 years, not down." And then another point that somebody has made, is 
they studied the occupa;ons that have been eliminated by automa;on since 1950, and they said that of 
the 271 occupa;ons listed in the 1950 census, only one elevator operator had been rendered obsolete 
by automa;on by 2010. 

Jon Ogden: 
And so there's a bunch of disagreement. But I think the thing that we can keep in mind is that whatever 
happens, whether these jobs are eliminated or not, the one thing that we can hold for certain is that 
they're going to change. The jobs are not going to look the same 10 years from now, five years from now, 
20 years from now. And so this re-skilling really is essen;al. And it can be difficult, again, to know exactly 
how to go about doing the re-skilling. One example that I'll share just to get into specifics is we have a 
program called FinStrong, and it's like financial educa;on. And one posi;on that we take is that it's going 
to be more important going forward than ever for employees in financial services to have a solid 
understanding of what it means to have financial strength, for themselves and for their customers. But 
you have to start with the employees, to get all of the employees in an ins;tu;on really clear about how 
to develop financial wellness and financial strength. And then they are re-skilled in a way that they can 
talk to customers about how to become financially strong on the front lines. 



James Robert: 
That right there, that is gold. I can think of one example, SunTrust, which is now soon to be Truest 
Financial, when they launched their On Up program back, I think it was 2015, 2016, not only did they go 
consumer-facing, they went employee-facing with their On Up program. To me, this presents one of the 
greatest opportuni;es for financial brands as new roles are created. Number one, the digital sales team 
to fill all of the incoming leads. Number two, the digital money coach, the person that can provide 
guidance, accountability, there's that word again, to help someone modify their behaviors. And so to 
Jamie Dimon's point, we're probably going to be hiring more people just with new skill sets. Because this 
is like a human-to-human business. But the way that we connect is just through these digital 
technologies. I think coming back to your previous point, when you're talking about mobile banking, 
experience and service. If I have a ques;on, it makes me feel good some;mes to s;ll be able to raise my 
hand and get in touch with another human being. AI is nice. Automa;on is nice. But every now and then 
I s;ll want to talk to someone flesh and blood. Is my thinking sound with that? If I was a CEO and say, "I 
s;ll think we need a human component," yes? 

Jon Ogden: 
Yeah, as long as the technology enables them to get to that person quickly, rather than having to sit on 
hold or through a phone tree for a long amount of ;me. Yeah, I think that there are things, especially 
with financial guidance where an ins;tu;on can really lean in and develop that longterm brand loyalty. 

James Robert: 
Yeah. Umpqua Bank is doing this very, very well with their digital video mobile solu;on that's embedded 
into their mobile app. So it's a way that they've been able to op;mize that even further. Looking ahead 
into the future, one of the things that you noted in the Future of Banking guide was insights from the 
Royal Bank of Scotland and how to launch a digital bank within an exis;ng bank. And this is a very unique 
opportunity because it's almost like to where we can create the future while we respect the past and pay 
homage to the legacy, but then also take ac;ons. What are those three steps that you've wriSen about 
in the guide? 

Jon Ogden: 
So, yeah, this is from Mark Bailie, former group CEO of Royal Bank of Scotland and he's the current CEO 
of the banking app Bo. And so the three steps that he says is that you need the backing of your CEO and 
chairman. So he says unless the CEO is driving the vision, there's no point in star;ng. So that's a big ask, 
but if you can get there, if you can get your execu;ve team on board and you know that you have the 
backing of the execu;ve team, you're in a really good place. The second is the digital bank must be 
separated from the core business while s;ll having execu;ve level sponsorship. So it's going to be 
difficult, but this is like what you're saying, it's really about straddling the divide between future-facing 
and respect for the past. And so you s;ll want him to have execu;ve level sponsorship, but you really 
can't be ;ed to the core because you need to be able to develop this in a way that can be flexible for 
whatever technology comes forward in the future. 
Jon Ogden: 
And then third, the digital bank must fit within the exis;ng risk appe;te framework and work in the long 
term. So it's really about establishing something that is going to be viable even if the future brings us a 
completely different way of thinking about technology, in other words, like VR or internet of things. You 
have to be building in such a way that what you build today can easily port into whatever it is coming. 

James Robert: 



Sure. I think looking outside the industry, a really good example of this is almost like transforming your 
own business model before the environment forces you to do that, taking it once again, proac;ve versus 
reac;ve. Nenlix, Nenlix is such a great story because Nenlix, obviously it was a direct to consumer, 
deliver the DVD via mail. Then they disrupted or transformed that business model. They went to 
streaming. They almost lost it at that point. They were ahead of the ;me with that thinking. But that was 
what was almost the demise of Blockbuster and that retail organiza;on. But then Nenlix took it even 
further, which with your perspec;ve on content, Nenlix became a produc;on organiza;on, to where 
now, they almost control the en;re experience delivered digitally. So a lot of future thinking and being  

James Robert: 
Jon, I appreciate all the insights that you've shared today. As we've wrapped up, very, very prac;cal stuff. 
Looking ahead into the next 12 months, I'm a financial brand CEO, I'm on their marke;ng team, I'm 
leading sales, what is one prac;cal recommenda;on or ac;on item that you could recommend for my 
team to move forward with confidence down this journey? 

Jon Ogden: 
I'd say right now that there are so many things to think about. If I had to choose one in the moment, I 
would say that you would want to be thinking about whether a customer can do anything they want to 
do by a digital channel, and preferably mobile. Because we're seeing what's happening with the 
coronavirus. People just aren't able to do the things that they... They aren't able to do banking the way 
that they used to be able to do it. Our CEO, Ryan Caldwell, he talks about his experience with Chick-fil-A 
using DoorDash and their app and being able to get in with their app and see... I believe this is a Chick-fil-
A's app, I should clarify that. And do his order that way and even pay via his phone, and can just go 
through the drive through, get the food and go, and talking about that experience and how quickly 
they're pivo;ng when they can't have diners inside their store and how financial ins;tu;ons can learn 
something similar. Can you offer an experience that's seamless, that in some ways is even preferable to 
going into the branch. And if you can, then I think you're well posi;oned for what the future might bring. 
And that's a great place to be in. 

James Robert: 
Yeah, it's just like we started this conversa;on, we're never going to go back to the way that work was 
before, because of all these environmental changes brought about by COVID-19. We will never go back 
to banking the way that we banked before COVID-19. Because just like financial brands are being forced 
to change, consumer behavior is changing. And once those new behaviors, once those new habits are 
embedded, it is going to be a new normal. Jon, great insights, very, very prac;cal stuff today. If there's 
someone listening, they have a ques;on, they want to connect with you, want to con;nue the dialogue, 
what is the best way for someone to reach out and say hello? 

Jon Ogden: 
To me personally, you could reach out, let's say by LinkedIn. 

James Robert: 
Perfect. 

Jon Ogden: 
On LinkedIn. 



James Robert: 
We'll get that linked up in the show notes. So, thanks again for joining me, Jon. 

Jon Ogden: 
Yeah, thank you. 

James Robert: 
As always, un;l next ;me, be well, do good, and wash your hands. 


